
     

TSB82704 | Targus 15" Groove X Compact Backpack for 
MacBook®

 

Inspired with a blend of style and substance, designed 

specifically for Apple, the latest Groove X Series for 

MacBook® brings new meaning to the world of carry. 

Carefully chosen with high quality two-tone cross dyed 

polyester, the Targus Groove X Compact Backpack intends 

to protect up to 15" MacBook® Pro with Retina Display. The 

case is with water resistant finish and with wear- and 

water-resistant bottom. It provides the perfect solution for 

someone looking for a protective, yet compact and light 

case. The case features a 15" padded cradle and a 

dedicated iPad® pocket with velvet anti-scratching lining, 

which allows easy slide in and out and free from dust or 

scratches. Equipped with a built-in mobile charging 

compartment for power bank storage, it ensures you stay 

connected whenever, wherever. The front stash pocket with 

advanced workstation, side elastic pockets and inside 

zippered mesh pockets provide convenient storage. With 

cushioned top handle, it allows versatile usage option for 

your carry. Additional features include padded air mesh 

system, which is built to increase airflow and comfort; and 

the shoulder straps are adjustable and ergonomic. 

Available in a variety of colors and styles, the Groove X 

Series offers a fresh and smart appeal to enhance your 

mobile life.  

 

Dedicated MacBook® cradle and velvet lined iPad&rg; compartment  

Cushioned top handle for comfort carrying  

Padded air mesh system built to increase airflow and comfort 

Adjustable and ergonomic shoulder straps 

Wear and water-resistant bottom 

Front stash pocket with advanced workstation and zippered mesh pockets for easy storage  

 

Product Name Targus 15" Groove X 

Compact Backpack for 

MacBook®

Other Country of Origin : 

China

Model Number TSB82704 Warranty Limited Lifetime 



Warranty

Street Cost $0 Weight 0.5 kg / 1.1 lbs

Exterior Dimensions 

(fully expanded)

43.5 x 16.6 x 31.3 cm / 

17.1” x 6.5” x 12.3”

   

 

 

 

Features, specifications and price are subject to change without notification. 


